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Student Health Magazine

Class homepage

For our class, we used a site that had all of the information we needed to know about the class and the assignment we were working on. It allowed me to know what
we were doing when I was at my dorm.

During the course of our class we used the Student Health
Magazine which gave up helpful tips on our health, study
skills, and other essential things we might need for our
college life.

Google Sites

Sliderocket

We used a program called Sliderocket, it is somewhat
like a Power Point, but better. It gives you more options
and you are able to share it without having to download
it and save to different computer.

Google Sites allowed us to make a webpage of our own. It
showed us the ways we are able to edit and change a site
to our liking. For our site, we researched the best ways to
talk to people and what not to say.

Slideshare

Prezi

Slide Share was a program that used any type of PowerPoint. We were able to create a PowerPoint and then upload it to Slide Share where it was much easier to share
with other people, just like Slide Rocket.

Prezi was an interesting site that gave PowerPoint a whole
new look. Instead of the slides going from one to the next.
It changed angles and made the whole presentation more
interesting.

VoiceThread

VoiceThread was another interesting program that gave us
the possibility of using our voice instead of typing. It gave
presenting a new twist, breaking away from typing to using your voice and adding different affects to it.

